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KLUGG // a toy machine with meshing gears

We decided to make a toy with rotating gears in different shapes 
and colors. Gears that work together and mesh with each other is 
a interesting and visual phenomenon. By this toy we want the user 
to explore and test different ways of meshing gears and by doing 
so get different transmission mixed in front of you.  Its a challenge 

to figure out the pattern that makes the gears to work properly, 
and to increase the difficulty level the user have to transfer the ro-
tation power from the first wheel to one or two wheels placed on 
the other side of the board.



light sensorspower

KLUGG // make a series of intermeshed gears

place the start and the two end gears • turn the power on • 
and make a path of intermeshed gears to transfer the power. 
when the last gears rotate two light sensors register the ro-
tations and generate a tone. new tones everytime you turn the 
power on again.



KLUGG // different ways to interact with it

!

?

by yourself
find different ways to 
mesh the gears and see 
what kind of tones u 
can make!

social 
try to figure out a path 
together or challenge 
each other by making 
rules and constarins

educational purpose
use it to explain the 
complexcity of how 
gears work and how 
transmission is caused



KLUGG // compete or teamwork. Share



descision fase:
Choose the product, catch interest

learning fase:
Read the instruction on the package or the book-
let inside

building/playing fase:
Put together the gears and explore

clean up:
Store the gears in the tray

store:
Keep the box with the rest of your toys or on the 
wall

product extentions:
Buy new wheels






